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High Educational and intellectual standacts have sharpened the mined of writer and they
contribute a psychological approach towards their work. Kavery Nambisan’s novel gives
suggestion for the empowerment of woman. Every individual woman has to face the
problems and overcome the barriers to get empowered is implied in her fiction. This is
brought out clearly in her novel”The Hills of Angheri. Nambisan presents her protagonist
Nanji in the fiction “The Scent of Pepper” as a victim of a society dominated by patriarch.
Nanji is a silent woman who bears everything silently and she comes out successfully in her
life. She undergoes lots of problems but she possess the beautiful qualities to come out
colourfully.
Woman characters in “On Wings of Butterflies” and “Mango Coloured Fish” fight
against the injustice done to them and they were able to achieve success. Nambisan through
her novels presents the correct way of opposing and how human relationship can be
strengthened. Nambisan in her novel “A Town Like Ours” presents the condition of society
and how women after lot of struggles establish their place in society. It’s not easy for the
human beings to lead their life in this world as a human. It needs lot of rules and regulations
for successful completion. These qualities can be learnt from Nambisan’s novels. Woman
characters accept the life which is full of hardships and difficulties. They derive profit from
hardships. Nambisan has explained the empowerment of woman in a different way. She has
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stressed the importance of freedom for woman and that freedom should not spoil man woman
relationship.
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